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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a web application being developed
for the purpose of collaborative live composition. In this
concept, musical information such as pitch sets, chord pro-
gressions and textual parameters can be created and com-
municated in real-time by all members of the group. Pri-
marily designed for tablets, the application aims for high
usability values and has been tested and developed with
professional jazz musicians. This paper presents the back-
ground for the concept of collaborative live composition,
along with the main features, design principles and the de-
velopment process of the application. Finally, the paper
describes a concert performance and reflects on the affor-
dances, opportunities, and challenges of the concept.

1. INTRODUCTION

Several methods to shape ensemble music in real-time have
been introduced in the digital and non-digital domains.
With their predefined signs and gestures, the conduction
of Lawrence D. “Butch” Morris and the soundpainting of
Walter Thompson are two better-known examples of non-
digital methods, with Morris often crediting jazz drummer
Charles Moffett as an important influence for his conduc-
tion technique [1, liner notes]. Having been described as
group improvisation (conduction) and live composition
(soundpainting) [2], they share some similarities with
the rule-based game pieces by John Zorn, most notably
Cobra, where the role of the prompter—usually played
by Zorn himself [3]—is less about conducting and more
about being a ”conduit of information” who responds to
the requests of the musicians [4].

In the digital domain, various systems have been devel-
oped for real-time ensemble music making as well, such
as John [5], Adaptive Markov Network for Free Impro-
visers [6], The Bucket System [7], live coding systems
such as BEER [8], or more compositionally oriented sys-
tems such as ZScore [9] or Indra [10]. Unlike conduction,
soundpainting, or Zorn’s game pieces, these systems usu-
ally do not have a conductor, unless the system itself or
a generated score [5] is considered to be one. Addition-
ally, the digital and non-digital examples presented have
been mostly concerned with the music’s structure and the
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coordination of the structure, often seen as a challenge in
ensemble improvisation [8, 11].

Although The Bucket System is implemented for Qu-
Neo pad controllers without any visual notation, some of
its fundamental ideas resonate with the project presented
in this paper. They are both created as generic collabo-
rative tools for professional musicians with the intention
of allowing ”on-stage compositional/improvisation inter-
action”, and giving control to all musicians [7]. However,
while The Bucket System selects randomly from the input
given by the musicians, and John generates a random score
based on constraints, Frankie does not employ randomiza-
tion in the decision-making, but allows a single musician
to be in control for any period of time until someone else
takes the control, thus resembling alternating decision con-
trol of rotating leadership [12].

There are other differences to The Bucket System and the
previously described digital improvisation systems as well.
The improvisational aesthetics of the project presented in
this paper are closer to Clifford or James than Earle Brown,
often cited in the previous research [7, 5, 10], as well as
by Zorn [3]. This has resulted in some features that are
probably more useful for musicians coming from the jazz
tradition. For example, improvisation in many subgenres
of jazz is based on tonal and modal chord progressions and
loops. Therefore, the application presented has been pri-
marily developed for musicians who improvise on chord
symbols and chord progressions, and pitch sets such as
scales or melodic fragments, all available in the skill set
of professional jazz musicians.

To define the concept of collaborative live composition,
soundpainting provides a useful point of reference. In
soundpainting, defined as the “universal multidisciplinary
live composing sign language” [2], the composition is cre-
ated by the soundpainter. In the project presented here, all
members of the group can contribute to the directions the
music will take, therefore it is defined here as collaborative
live composition.

Furthermore, the live composition can be played as such,
or it can provide a springboard for improvisation, as in
jazz compositions. Although the term comprovisation—
already employed by Butch Morris in the 1980s before set-
tling on conduction [13]—is often used for compositional-
improvisational practices especially outside jazz [14, 7, 5,
9], in this paper, the term composition is used with the
jazz approach: a composition may consist only of a min-
imum amount of information—e.g. Carla Bley’s minia-
tures [15, p.16]—which is realized by the improvising mu-
sicians with a varying degree of connection to the source
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material.
The long-term development goal of Frankie is to create

an easy-to-use tool that runs on a standard web browser
on a typical mobile device and requires very little learning
effort from musicians who are trained in Western common
practice notation (CPN). Musicians can use their skills in
sight-reading CPN which subsequently can provide trig-
gers for their imagination [16]. As a communication tool
for collaborative live composition, it does not come loaded
with musical content or rules: it is up to the musicians to
decide how to deal with the information communicated
through the application. Additionally, the application
does not try to replace any existing and perfectly valid
cue mechanisms such as indicating a downbeat with an
arm movement or a nod of the head; in fact, it does not
currently provide any timing features. For its research
part, the project aims to find out the musical affordances
of this kind of practice by exploring the domain between
composition and improvisation with the assistance of the
application.

2. MAIN FEATURES

The following list describes the types of information that
can be communicated with the current version of the appli-
cation, including the descriptions of the interactions. All
parameters, options, keywords, dynamics and roles can be
freely configured in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)
files stored on the server.

• Short notated score fragments—simply called
scores—of either durationless pitch sets (set mode)
or chord progressions with automatic chord symbol
recognition (chord mode). The score is entered with
a MIDI input device and when complete, a swipe-up
gesture on the score area sends the score to other
musicians (alternatively, a button can be pushed).
A short animated flash happens on the receiving
devices to inform about the new score more visibly
than simply changing the notation on the staff.

• Time signature, tempo and other custom parameters
in drop-down menus that are displayed in the top
section of the score area.

• Keywords as toggle buttons. Multiple keywords can
be selected simultaneously, and they can be cleared
with a dedicated button. These are displayed in the
bottom section of the score area. The keywords are
comparable with karmas of John [5] and to a lesser
degree with the signals of The Bucket System [7].

• Dynamics which can be set individually or for all
musicians at once from a drop-down menu. The dy-
namic mark is displayed in the lower left corner of
the score area below the clef.

• Roles. Separate from the leader/musician division
described later, each musician can have multiple si-
multaneous roles that are selected from a checkbox
menu. For musicians their roles are displayed in the
upper left corner of the score area above the clef.
The roles can be used to define the musical function

a musician should take. For example, a bass role
indicates that a musician should treat the incoming
material as a bass player, while solo could direct to-
wards playing a solo. A combination of the previous
roles, bass and solo, would suggest playing a solo in
the bass register.

• Text messages that can be configured in advance or
written during a performance.

By default, all interactions are transmitted immediately.
For example, clicking a keyword sends it right away to the
musicians. This works well when the objective is to change
the music incrementally, one parameter at a time, for exam-
ple from quiet to louder dynamics or from slow to a faster
tempo. Sometimes it might be more suitable to build a
more comprehensive content set where a score, parameters
and keywords are all sent at once. This can be achieved
with a hold-release functionality, where turning on a hold
switch holds all communication until a release button is
pressed. For a more fine-grained communication, it is pos-
sible to select the recipients and send different scores and
parameters to different musicians.

In addition to the transmittable content described before,
the application comes with some utility features. The mu-
sician who is the leader can turn on a blackout mode which
dims all screens. This mode can be used for more tradi-
tional free improvisation, and it allows the musicians to
take a break from following the screen. A score storage,
another utility feature, allows the user to store up to 12
scores 1 with their parameters. Although this functionality
is in some contradiction with the concept of live compo-
sition, it allows creating musical structures by revisiting
previously played scores.

There are two user interfaces, leader and musician, de-
pending on the status of the musician (see Figure 1). Al-
though the design and the purpose of these interfaces are
different, they share certain elements. The color scheme of
the application is dark, so that the screen does not shine
too brightly on dimly lit stages. In both interfaces, the
main score area is displayed in the top area of the screen
with most of the other elements placed below. While a
tablet screen could contain even larger scores with more
staves, the area has been deliberately kept compact to al-
low smaller devices such as mobile phones to be used for
displaying the notation in reasonable size. Additionally, in
the bottom bar there are some features that are common to
the leader and musician interfaces (musician and session
info, tutorial, reload, settings, full screen, clock), as well
as some features that are available only in specific inter-
faces, such as the blackout mode in the leader interface or
the ’Take Leadership’ button of the musician interface.

2.1 Leader interface

The leader interface is used to compile a score and set of
instructions for other musicians, and it is available for the
musician who is currently in the leader role. The leader can

1 The limitation of 12 scores is not technical but by design to allow
using a MIDI input device to quickly send a score from the storage with
any C note sending score 1, C# sending score 2 and so on.
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Figure 1. Two interfaces on a tablet: leader (left) and musician (right).

send a signal to indicate abandoning leadership, meaning
that any another musician could jump to that role. How-
ever, in the current implementation the leadership can be
taken by anyone at any moment, even during the blackout
mode.

The screen is divided into five main sections. Below the
score are various editing functions such as transposition
by a selected interval, inversion and retrograde. With the
switch labeled direct turned on, the score is sent automat-
ically after a user-configurable period of inactivity, allow-
ing to enter the score with a MIDI input device and dis-
tributing it for the musicians without touching the inter-
face.

Below the editing functions are the keywords and buttons
for the storage and content operations. A narrower section
is reserved for text messages. Due to differences in avail-
able screen space, the text messages are displayed differ-
ently in the leader and musician interfaces. In the leader
interface, a dialog window pops up when a new message
arrives, requiring the leader to close the window before
continuing with other tasks. In the musician interface, the
messages are displayed in an auto-scrolling area similar
to instant messaging applications, requiring no interaction
from the musician.

The “mixer” at the bottom of the screen takes up most
of the screen space, as it includes individual controls for
all musicians that are displayed as avatar images or as
initials if there is no image available. In its current de-
sign, the mixer can fit up to seven musicians (the leader
is not displayed). The mixer area is used to set dynam-
ics and roles for the musicians. Musicians can be also
selected/deselected in order to send score or other param-

eters only to a selection of musicians. The master channel
allows to change all dynamics or clear the roles for the
selected musicians, as well as clearing all content with a
single button.

2.2 Musician interface

The musician interface displays the score and other in-
structions received from the current leader, as well as text
messages from any member of the group. Following the
musician interface does not require any physical interac-
tion with the device.

The header contains the musician’s name and the instru-
ment. For multi-instrumentalists a drop-down menu ap-
pears where it is possible to switch to another instrument
with a correctly transposed part. A button allows to display
the score either as transposed or in concert pitch, and an ad-
ditional octave-up/-down transposition button is available
to make it easier to read notation with many ledger lines.

The active score—the one to be played—is displayed
below the header with the previous score placed below.
A variation of a segmented score was selected (for an
overview of various options, see [17, pp. 15–18]) for
tablet use; on a smaller mobile phone screen there is
enough space only for the active score, at least with
instruments notated on a grand staff. It may feel counter-
intuitive to have the previous score displayed below the
active one, but this arrangement was chosen to always
have the active score in the same position in the leader and
musician interfaces, and therefore provide continuity.

Similar to the leader interface, below the score are avatars
for other musicians. The avatars can be clicked to see ad-
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ditional information about the musicians. The leader mu-
sician is framed with special colors which indicate if the
leadership is active or inactive (“abandoned”). Finally, the
lowest screen area is reserved for displaying text messages
or entering the text message dialog window.

3. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

There are several principles that have affected the design
of the application, most notably usability (learnability and
efficiency) and cost-effectiveness. From the common def-
initions of usability (see for example [18, pp. 19–22]),
learnability has been most the important design attribute
for both the application and the whole concept. In this
project, the importance of the learnability stems from the
practicalities of working with professional musicians: they
may not be able or willing to spend an inordinate amount of
time learning complex applications, concepts and rules—
or the signs and gestures of non-digital practices. Making
the application easy to learn and use allows for rehearsal
time to be spent more efficiently on making music with the
application instead of learning to use it. Because the appli-
cation can be used with a very limited initial configuration,
learning can happen cumulatively by adding new parame-
ters to the configuration as needed. For example, sending
pitch sets or chord progressions entered via a MIDI input
device could be the first step in the learning process. Al-
ternatively and even more simply, dynamics could be the
only parameter to be changed. After learning one or two
features, more parameters could be incorporated based on
the needs of the musicians (and the constraints of the ap-
plication).

Efficiency is another usability attribute that has been
taken into account in the design. First, the application
is primarily designed for tablets, eliminating the need
to move a pointer before clicking a user interface (UI)
element. Second, within the limits of available screen
space the UI elements have been optimized so that a min-
imum amount of interactions is necessary. This results in
a somewhat crowded UI but affords a more efficient use
of the application since most common operations can be
launched directly instead of opening menus or dialogs.

Outside the realms of usability, cost-effectiveness has
been another important factor, both for the development
and for the user. The application uses only open source
libraries and the development does not require any com-
mercial software. For the user, the application works in
a standard web browser (see, however Chapter 5). It also
works on lower tier devices, although a more high-end
device with a faster response does provide a better user
experience.

4. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The aim of the development process has been to create a
high-fidelity prototype [18, pp. 428–433] where the appli-
cation would eventually evolve to a final product through
continuous development, testing and evaluation. After the
initial development stage based on the original ideas was

largely complete, the application was taken to the first re-
hearsal session in September 2020. Since then, it has been
tested and developed with feedback from the participating
professional jazz musicians who are playing keyboards,
guitars and drums. At this stage of the project, the instru-
mentation of mainly polyphonic instruments was selected
so that all musicians except the drummer could take differ-
ent roles such as bass, solo or chordal accompaniment.

All rehearsals produced log files and audio recordings
that included both the played music and discussions in-
between, providing immediate feedback about the system.
For example, shortcomings of the application were col-
lectively discussed right after they were found, as well as
various strategies to deal with the information communi-
cated with the application. Additional analysis was done
after the sessions, for example, by scanning the log files
for chords where the application had failed to generate a
proper chord symbol, and fixing them for the next session.
In addition, the music on the recordings was listened to
with subjective aesthetic criteria: does the music work? If
it does not, where is the problem?

Some development decisions were made by observing the
musicians using the application. While fixing bugs is an
ever-present feature of software development, optimiza-
tions were implemented after noticing that certain opera-
tions were requiring too many interactions. For example,
editing the score required pressing an edit button before the
editing functions were enabled. Keeping the editing func-
tions always enabled eliminated the need for the edit but-
ton and subsequently made the application more efficient.
Some features were implemented based on the suggestions
made by the musicians, such as the score storage and the
selection of roles (e.g. solo or bass), first quickly imple-
mented through the use of keywords, but later refactored
into a separate functionality.

5. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND
LIMITATIONS

Frankie consists of a web application and a server. The
web client written in TypeScript uses React 2 and MUI 3

for common user interface components such as buttons,
drop-down menus and so on. Other core components
include Recoil 4 for state management, VexFlow 5 for
notation rendering and JZZ 6 to handle the MIDI in-
put happening via Web MIDI API. The communica-
tion between the server and the clients employs Apollo
GraphQL 7 libraries. Excluding few experimental fea-
tures, the Node.js 8 server does not currently modify the
score or other parameters, and works mainly as a trans-
mitter of data between the client devices. As an additional
tool there is a log reader that converts the JSON log files
into various formats for further analysis: PDF for easier

2 https://react.dev/
3 https://mui.com/
4 https://recoiljs.org/
5 https://vexflow.com/
6 https://jazz-soft.net/doc/JZZ/
7 https://www.apollographql.com/
8 https://nodejs.org/
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reading, CSV for importing markers into a DAW such as
Reaper and SRT for creating subtitles to videos.

Since the WebKit browser engine does not implement
Web MIDI API, 9 browsers based on WebKit cannot be
used for MIDI input. These browsers include Safari and
browsers for iOS and iPadOS devices where all vendors
are required to use WebKit. However, WebKit browsers
can be used if MIDI input is not necessary, for example
with musicians who are not going to send staff notation.
As of this writing, Google Chrome on an Android device
is the recommended combination for MIDI use.

Due to the development focus on the usability of the user
interface, the current server implementation can only run
a single session at a time. For a proper user and session
management, the server code needs a full rewrite and the
addition of a database system. As a related limitation, au-
thentication or authorization are not implemented, yet, so
the system can be run most safely on a network that is not
connected to the internet. As a result of these limitations
and the general work-in-progress state of the whole sys-
tem, it is not yet publicly available, either as source code
or as a ready-to-use web service.

6. CASE: LABRA

The project was first presented publicly in Labra, 10 a
concert held at the Black Box of Musiikkitalo in Helsinki
on September 28, 2022. In this concert, a group of five
musicians—organ player, keyboardist, drummer, electric
guitarist and the author on another electric guitar and
bass—were playing based on the material created and
communicated in real-time with the application. In ad-
dition to their personal instruments, the musicians were
equipped with various models of Android tablets and
small two- or three-octave MIDI keyboards connected to
the tablets either via Bluetooth MIDI or a USB cable (see
Figure 2). Although operating a MIDI keyboard can pos-
sibly add an extra level of difficulty for non-keyboardists, a
separate MIDI input device allows playing and simultane-
ously operating the application, for example, by sustaining
a note or a chord on a guitar with a left hand while using
the MIDI keyboard with a right hand.

The concert was prepared with five two-hour rehearsals
that were scheduled so that some development of the ap-
plication could be done between the rehearsals. These de-
velopment periods were constrained only to bug fixes and
optimizations, to avoid spending limited rehearsal time on
learning new features. To try out the application outside
the rehearsals, the musicians were given access to the demo
version of the application deployed on the Heroku plat-
form. 11

6.1 General remarks

The concert performance lasted for 58 minutes without any
breaks. Based on the JSON log file, there were 13 changes
in the leadership and a total of 49 notated scores created

9 https://webkit.org/status/#specification-web-midi
10 Labra is a Finnish equivalent for the word lab, a laboratory.
11 On November 28, 2022, Heroku discontinued their free plans and the

demo version of the application is not hosted on the platform anymore.

and played during the performance. A single chord or a
chord progression was the most popular score type; scores
of the pitch set variety appeared only three times. Based on
the rehearsals and musicians’ preferences, the dominance
of the chord progression score was to be expected. Eight
of these chord scores were loops of 2–3 chords and the re-
maining chord scores were either single chords or pedal
points sustained for a longer period. It had been found in
the rehearsals that single chords and chord loops of 2–4
chords were short enough to quickly enter into the appli-
cation during playing and had provided useful launching
points for improvisation and further elaboration.

The parameters of time signature, tempo, density, reg-
ister and interpretation were available in the drop-down
menus, with 4–5 options for the text-based parameters and
multiple options for the time signature. All parameters
could be left undefined which was the default option. The
parameter set had stayed fairly constant since the initial
2020 rehearsals that were held with partially different mu-
sicians. The interpretation parameter with the options 12

’Completely free’, ’Rather free’, ’Rather exact’ and ’Ex-
act’ was inspired by Butch Morris’s conduction gesture
develop which indicates the degree of development for
an idea [13, pp. 178–179]. During the concert, tempo
changes were communicated 6 times, density changes 8
times, register changes 7 times and interpretation changes
3 times. The only parameter not communicated with the
application was the time signature, although it had been
used in the rehearsals for various time signatures such as
3/4, 4/4, 7/4, 6/8, 9/8 and 12/8.

The keywords took their shape during the rehearsal pe-
riod with ’Arp/Texture’, ’Breaks’, ’Polyphony’, ’Steve’,
’Voices’ and ’Exit’ ending up being used in the concert
configuration. The meaning of these six keywords were
discussed in the rehearsals. For example, ’Breaks’ was in-
spired by the stop-time cues that Miles Davis used with his
1970s groups [19]. Two musicians used these keywords
and except for ’Exit’—indicating a suggestion to exit the
current musical idea—all keywords were used in the per-
formance.

Free-form text messages were used by all musicians, 21
times in total. Compared to the keywords with predefined
musical meanings, the text messages were sometimes more
abstract such as ’Dry wood’ or ’Backward jazz’. However,
most messages were used for less ambiguous requests such
as ’A single chord only’ or ’Superfast beat with brushes
shortly’. Although texting takes more time than using the
predefined keywords or other more streamlined features, it
was considered a very useful feature, with one musician
comparing it to being as powerful as any other feature of
the application.

While the screens were turned off with the blackout mode
seven times by four different musicians, the score storage
found more limited use, with a single content set saved
to and sent from the storage during the performance. To
summarize, most features of the application were used in
the concert.

12 All predefined textual parameters used in the concert were in Finnish.
For this paper, these have been translated into English.
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Figure 2. Various placements of tablets and MIDI keyboards in Labra. The tablet screens have been turned off before the
concert performance to save battery.

Figure 3. The first ten chords and parameters sent by musician 2 (M2) in Labra.

Figure 4. Changing leadership between musicians 1 (M1) and 3 (M3) in Labra.
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6.2 Two examples

Figures 3 and 4 display two sections 13 from the log file as
engraved with the Dorico notation software. The durations
of the events are displayed above the staff in seconds. The
first example (see Figure 3) contains the first ten chords
and parameters sent with the application by musician 2
(M2) during the first ca. 4 minutes of the performance,
after a short collective free improvisation had been played
by the other musicians. The first event contains a single
pitch (a middle C) and the parameters of tempo (rubato),
density (sparse) and register (low). This slowly builds to
a G#m/C chord which then begins to move downwards
chromatically until reaching Fm/A. During that chord the
parameters of register and density are changed again, re-
sulting in ultradense Fm/A chord in the highest register of
each instrument. This harmonic idea live-composed by M2
during the first minutes of the performance—a minor triad
with a major third as the lowest note—resurfaced ca. 10
minutes later when musician 3 (M3) brought it back with
the message ’A single chord only’. 14

In the second example (see Figure 4) musician 3 (M3) has
been leading the group for 4 minutes before abandoning
leadership and turning on the blackout mode (the first event
in the example). During the blackout mode musician 1
(M1) has taken the leadership and sent the message ’Super-
fast beat with brushes shortly’ before giving the G7 chord
as a harmonic guideline. After M1’s short leadership, M3
retakes the control and sends a melodic fragment (’that
melody’) to be played over the current background (’over
this’). While M1’s leadership lasted for less than 90 sec-
onds and contained only a single instruction for the drum-
mer and a harmonic idea for the others, the music took
a different direction both harmonically and rhythmically,
and provided a platform for M3’s subsequent melodic idea.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Based on the feedback collected from the participating mu-
sicians, 15 in its current state, the application has been rel-
atively easy to learn and use, thus at least partly accom-
plishing one of the development goals. The application has
enabled to shape music with established musical parame-
ters without the need to have extensive training. Musicians
have found it fun to make music with the method.

Since the method introduces a new modality for the mu-
sicians, this requires dividing attention between playing,
listening and operating or following the application, a phe-
nomenon recognized in previous research as well [7]. Mu-
sicians found it challenging to combine these modalities,
although simply playing more gigs—not only rehearsals—
was offered as a possible solution to becoming more flu-
ent with the concept. To avoid becoming completely over-
whelmed with the additional information it was found use-
ful to abstain from playing while operating the application

13 The audio clips for Figures 3 and 4 can be listened to at https:
//www.researchcatalogue.net/view/2008271/2008272

14 The reentry of the idea is not included in the notated example.
15 The majority of the musicians were individually interviewed in semi-

structured interviews which were transcribed, and analyzed especially on
the themes of the method, authorship and the usability of the application.

(see Chapter 6.2). Similar best practices still need to be
found through more public performances.

Musicians also noticed a content gap between the musi-
cal ideas they communicated with the application and the
realization that followed. Although the music did not al-
ways sound as they had imagined, this was not necessarily
considered to be a negative thing. For example, one of the
musicians explained having a “let’s see what happens” type
of attitude towards the material while another one reflected
that a vague and unfinished idea may turn out to be the best
moment of a concert, and that a better outcome would not
be guaranteed by more “masterful” information.

Some audience members were missing the ability to fol-
low the interactions, for example through the projection of
the score or the application interface, a common practice
in live coding performances [8]. The reasons for the de-
cision to not offer score visualization for the audience are
not unique for this project [8, 5] and are too manifold to be
exhaustively described within this paper. However, when
asked about the lack of projection, one of the musicians
stated that it would have impacted the way the musicians
approached the music making, for example by generating
unwanted reactions in the audience. Nevertheless, the per-
formative aspect still needs further consideration to keep
audiences less puzzled.

As the application is still a work-in-progress, the future
work includes typical programming tasks such as bug
fixes, optimization and refactoring. The user interface
is under constant revision to provide a better and more
inspiring user experience, as well as responsive designs
for different screen sizes and orientations. There are areas
such as enharmonic spelling which are still suboptimal and
in need of further development. As mentioned earlier (see
Chapter 5), the server is being rewritten to allow easier
access and more spontaneous use of the application. One
of the most requested features by the musicians is the addi-
tion of durations, especially to the pitch sets. Designing an
efficient method for live use is one of the next steps in the
development of the application. Additionally, there have
been a couple of experiments with server-side processors
that modify the content, such as distorting the input pitch
sets to give cluster-like results. More work will be done in
this area later in the project.
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